Introduction
For thousands of years man has sought ways to make better decisions. The ancients consulted fortune tellers, mystics, and soothsayers in an attempt to foresee the future, and make decisions to change its outcome. Today as one looks back upon what many might consider primitive people, one is tempted to smugly say to oneself how much more sophisticated he is at prediction than were the ancients. Westerners point to the science of warfare, to the power of the decision-making processes, and to scientific reductionist methodologies as evidence of superiority. The United States military can point to its ability to arrange vast forces, synchronize its efforts, and organize vast amounts of information to support operations. After all, the United States put a man on the moon, how much more complicated does it get?
Western militaries comfort themselves that science will save them from their cognitive limitations. Net-centric warfare will give to military forces what approaches near real time situational awareness.
1 New and advanced weapons allow military forces to target with precision and strike only targets worth destroying, greatly increasing their lethal efficiency factor. The military will be faster, more lethal, and make better decisions than its opponents, and within these aspects reside the keys to future victories.
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Arguably the machine age and information revolution gives some military planners comfort. Westerners look to greater technological advancements as the grease that reduces the friction of war and lifts the fog of uncertainty. Advancements in technology lead the United Yet these decisions must be appropriate to the situation and assumes the definition of "victory" means the same to the United States as it does to the opponent.
States military to believe that one day, if only its technology advances enough, if only its staffs can include and categorize enough variables, and only if computers can display everything to the commander, then the commander will have the understanding to make the right decision at the appropriate time.
The Army's decisionmaking process is a reflection of the scientific revolution and was born from it. Army staffs have long shown through their actions that the most important part of this process is planning, and that through analysis they can accumulate enough information to reduce uncertainty and increase their ability to discern the enemy's disposition and intentions.
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A plethora of acronyms support this assertion. PMESII-PT, METT-TC, ASCOPE, and SWEAT-MS are some of those better known. These acronyms seem to grow over time, gaining more letters, seemingly in an attempt to capture more of something that is missing, with the assumption that it is that "something" which prevents full analysis of the environment in which the military operates. Furthermore, the United States military assigns civilian experts who directly advise the staff and commander on cultural matters, and organizations such as red teams are created to enhance the decisionmaking process. 4 The journey on which this monograph takes the reader excludes simple problems.
A key assumption taken by the author is that if a problem is simple or linear, a red team is probably unnecessary. Complexity populates the landscape over which the reader will journey and it is on this same landscape that the United States Army operates today and for the foreseeable future.
The type of red teaming that forms a feature within the landscape of this journey is one that does not just emulate rivals, but explains rivals and the rationality under which they function within the system, and then turns its lens onto friendly forces and examines their actions in context holistically within the environment and in relation to the rivals rationality. This type of red teaming does not attempt to predict the future, it attempts to bound the possibilities of the rival based upon what can be, and seeks the source of difference rather than just a description of what one observes within the environment. Likewise, it turns its lens back toward friendly forces placing their desired end state in context with the rival's objectives.
The premise of this monograph is that conceptually red teaming serves as a self-reflective holistic assessment and offers the Army opportunities for understanding that were previously elusive. Within this monograph are three interrelated concepts that together emerge and comprise the central aspects upon which effective red teaming acts. First, Western armies often fail to effectively manage the complexity of the environment. Over time Western civilizations grew increasingly dependent upon technology, especially for archiving and organizing large amounts of information. Equally, Westerners tend to then use this information to draw inferences about the nature of the environment, typically using a scientific process more suitable to the laboratory where it is possible to control variables more easily. When applied to the often multidimensional environment where the military conducts operations, this scientific approach often fails to holistically acknowledge the complexity of the environment. The military then tries to solve the wrong problem better rather than identifying the right problem and managing the system within a determined limit of tolerance. The second idea is the concept of rationality. Rationality is the standard by which humans frame their possible decisions and evaluate the actions of other agents within the environment. When a Western army's rival is one that shares similar rationality to its own, it is simpler to evaluate actions of agents within the environment. Systems begin to appear chaotic when agents and rivals acting within it apply different rules of rationality than those of the United States military. This further compounds the problem of a linear rather than nonlinear approach to understanding the environment because the actions of agents within the environment appear irrational, and even less susceptible to reductionist methodologies Western armies are comfortable utilizing. The last notion is the red team's use of difference to spur learning and adaptation within the staff. It is the author's premise that the difference between the staff's analysis and that of the red team is a primary driver of creativity and adaptation. Without a "difference generator" the staff has a tendency to continue analysis bound by the same linearity and rationality which impedes a holistic understanding of the environment. Red teaming thusly becomes a positive change agent within the staff. In short, red teaming serves as the spark that lights the flame of creativity within a staff using the medium of difference, opening up possibilities previously hidden from view.
The intent of this monograph is to examine red teams and their potential to enable better decision making in the United States Army. There is considerable research suggesting that red teaming does indeed enable the staff to more holistically frame the environment. Thusly framed, the staff can better aid the commander in learning about the environment so that the commander's decisions are applicable to the environment. The question which seems lacking an explanation is why? What is it about the way that a staff approaches decisions which requires a red teaming effort, and in what ways might the red team impact this approach in a positive way? In short, why is the Army expending resources to facilitate increased integration of red teams into staffs? What is missing out of the military decisionmaking process that caused their evolution?
War is Risky, Complex and Requires Adaptation
Carl Von Clausewitz acknowledges war as extremely risky and always a gamble when he uses the metaphor of a game of cards to describe war. 6 Clausewitz also seems to understand war as inherently complex, nonlinear, and unpredictable.
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Adaptation can take many forms. As observed in Iraq and Afghanistan, most of these adaptations focus at the tactical level. Various tactics, techniques, and procedures as well as new equipment serve to further the effort of adaptation, mostly in response to changes in enemy tactics, techniques, and procedures. However, at the strategic and operational level adaptation seems notably sluggish, despite historical precedence that it is operational and strategic agility that decides war while superior tactics decide only battles. Despite sluggish adaptations at the operational and strategic levels, adaptations do occur. One of these adaptations is red teaming.
There is nothing that an army or nation can do to eliminate the inherent unpredictability of war, though militaries try through increasingly complex and sophisticated information technology systems to mitigate the unpredictable aspect of warfare. The only successful approach to winning a war in a nonlinear environment is to adapt, and this adaption must occur faster for the Army than for the rival.
According to the United States Army's posture statement, red teaming accomplishes a variety of tasks:
Graduates of UFMCS (University of Foreign Military and Cultural Studies) will enhance mission planning by helping the staff to look at problems differently; account for the perspective of the adversary, multinational partners and others; frame alternative perspectives to problems; and aid in the discovery of alternative strategies. Effective red teaming ensures that unit planning and operations staffs avoid group think, tunnel vision, cultural missteps, and mirror imaging. Red teams will challenge the staff's planning assumptions and assessment systems, help the staff account for the complexity and relationships of the key variables found in the operational environment, identify the consequences of proposed actions, and provide timely critical insights to enable better decisions during planning and operations.
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These are not simple tasks. Each task touches on key variables which are a composite of how one constructs their version of the world and the string of causality and rationality holding it together.
Red teaming seeks to be an agent of change within the organization by causing changes in thinking and behavior. Red teaming enables change by helping to frame problems from a different position in the cognitive landscape, which allows the staff to see emerging contours, different than those previously observed. In helping the staff to see new perspectives, red teaming helps to influence the foundation of an organization's logic and induces systemic changes in the staff and the commander's perception of the environment. When the way an army thinks, the way an army organizes, and the way it fights are manifestations of the greater context of the civilization from which it was born, helping to induce systemic change is no easy task. Placing red teams at the strategic and operational levels is a significant step forward to possibly enhancing military adaptability at the strategic and operational levels. Understanding how a military thinks is crucial to understanding how its organization copes with the complexity of the world around it. Linearity is a product of simplistic deduction stemming from the Western adoption of classically Greek ideals. 12 The legacies of these classically Greek ideals result in a methodology which seeks to break down complex behavior into smaller and smaller parts so that the practitioner can understand the whole. Hard sciences such as mathematics relentlessly strove to break down complex problems into the simplest possible states to be able to isolate conditions.
The Search for Relevant Information
Essentially, linear systems allowed scientists to build systems which were easier to control and predict.
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Many of these deconstructionist tendencies where the result of early philosophical thought, as previously noted. The philosopher Descartes perhaps most heavily influenced the scientific revolution after the Enlightenment.
Analysts expended considerable research and energy to model the world in an effort to predict outcomes and thusly control the outcome.
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The first was never to accept anything for true which I did not clearly know to be such; that is to say, carefully to avoid precipitancy and prejudice, and to comprise nothing more in my judgement than what was presented to my mind so clearly and distinctly as to exclude all ground of doubt.
Descartes was the father of the scientific method and attempted to discern the truth by following four rules:
The second, to divide each of the difficulties under examination into as many parts as possible, and as might be necessary for its adequate solution.
The third, to conduct my thoughts in such order that, by commencing with objects the simplest and easiest to know, I might ascend by little and little, and, as it were, step by step, to the knowledge of the more complex; assigning in thought a certain order even to those objects which in their own nature do not stand in a relation of antecedence and sequence.
And the last, in every case to make enumerations so complete, and reviews so general, that I might be assured that nothing was omitted.
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All four of these rules greatly impacted how modern science and philosophy would later develop.
The first and fourth rules apply primarily to philosophy. The first rule places the philosopher in the position of an outside observer, looking at a system and observing its behavior from a distant perspective. It is a detached viewpoint with the observer not a part of the system, but rather apart and godlike. The fourth rule implies that when making a finding or conclusion, it must apply to a broad range of cases. Essentially, a theory must be applicable across a spectrum of conditions. The theory must be broad enough to account for different behavior within the system.
The second and third rules pertain mostly to the harder sciences. Together these rules potentially allow the practitioner the to predict outcomes and predict the behavior of discreet parts of the environment. Historically the rules served as the seed for later philosophical and scientific inquiry. Additionally, Newtonian logic contributed to modern scientific development.
Sir Isaac Newton was a keen observer of his environment and sought to explain observed phenomenon using mathematics. He developed "laws" based upon relatively simple mathematics by which the outcomes of diverse activities could be predicted. For example he developed the Universal Law of Gravitation which explained the behavior of the planets in the solar system. As a result of the proof of the predictive power of mathematics, Newton's mechanics played a primary role in the 19th century physics community's view of a deterministic, mechanistic universe.
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In summary, linearity is the basis for how the West entered the era of modern science.
Two key attributes identify a linear systems methodology. First, it is a methodology in which a problem is broken down into smaller parts. These smaller parts are easier to analyze in isolation from the whole because the system is less complicated once broken down into subcomponents.
Once study of the subcomponents is completed scientists reassemble the subcomponents back together, after which everything should work the way it did prior to disassembly. This concept is This view led to a deterministic outlook on the world. In essence, all that had to be done to predict the future was gather enough information, determine the mathematical formula to account for everything, and with great accuracy predict future events. This type of hard mathematical science approach was encouraged by scientists for use in not only explaining physics, but also social phenomenon. 16 Ryan, "What is a Systems Approach?" 4. 17 Ibid. known as additivity, basically that the whole of the system is equal to the sum of its parts. 18 The second attribute of linear systems is that they demonstrate proportionality. For a system to be linear, it must show that changes in output are proportional to changes in input. 19 By its very nature, linearity encourages the isolation of variables, teaches the value of consistency of regularities, and constructs models based upon causality in an attempt to predict the behavior in a given system.
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The Attraction and Limitations of a Linear Approach
Red teaming can help a staff to recognize that the rival system does not necessarily follow a linear pattern and that it must be understood as a whole rather than as a sum of its parts.
Linearity is incredibly attractive because it is simple and Westerners tend to see a certain elegance in simplicity. It allows demonstrations of cause and effect. With linearity one can predict outcomes. The variable "X" always means "X" and "X" multiplied by "Y" always equals "Z." Inherently, there is nothing wrong with linearity. It was and still is essential to explaining how many phenomena work. However, unlike physics and mechanics, linearity applied to the social sciences it is not effective and lacks explanation because linearity explains component parts not the whole. Office of Systems Analysis. The methodology used by this office was the classical Cartesian approach. It attempted to model and quantify the complex aspects of higher-level decision making. The Office of Systems Analysis attempted to clearly define the parameters of each separate problem as part of a larger problem, make underlying assumptions more explicit, and quantify as many variables as possible. 21 Operations research is a further example of the Cartesian approach. The RAND Corporation helped to pioneer operations research. Operations research was a scientific approach to management. Its goal was giving management a quantifiable basis for making decisions.
The Search for Order
This methodology attempted to control costs and determine which type of units and the quantity of those units to deploy. It also accounted for various other measurements in an attempt to assess success. The ubiquitous enemy body count and pacified village count are indicative of this approach.
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Though these methodologies did not offer an explanation for events, nor were they successful in predicting the future behavior of social systems, the methodology itself was highly predictable and in line with a mechanistic and methodological view of the world. It is this Like the approach used by the Office of Systems Analysis, operations research worked quite well in certain cases. Mainly, those systems that analysts could isolate and control responded well to an operations research approach. Clear and identifiable objectives also enhanced operations research.
However, both of these approaches fell short of expectations when applied to the real world; they gave the illusion of certainty, and were only successful in static systems. Unfortunately, neither approach allowed analysts to predict conditions except in a very short time horizon. The other disadvantage was that the analysis required huge information requirements to calculate and quantify conditions in the system. 21 Van Creveld, Command in War, 240. 22 Ryan, "What is a Systems Approach?" 15-16. predictability which Westerners prize. 23 Practitioners of the Army's decisionmaking process can still see the ghosts of these past methodologies. The strong force of cybernetics is evident everywhere. The United States Army describes its decisionmaking process as having seven steps.
Army staff members often regard step two, mission analysis, as the most important.
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The Army prizes order; the combined history of Western scientific development teaches military staffs that creating rigid order is the best way to be successful. Disorder is not desirable because disorder leads to a lack of control, without which commanders are unable to impose order. This methodology is directly in contrast to the real world. The real world is adaptive and seeks its own order and stability which may not align with how the Western warfighter defines order. The real world is nonlinear. Like nature, it adapts and changes. Sometimes stable, but waiting for energy to be introduced into the system, after which the environment suddenly shifts, and suddenly looks different and disorderly. Yet within this disorder and asymmetry lay the seeds of success.
Mission
analysis orders information and then breaks down this information into its component parts so that the staff can better understand the environment. The staff later reassembles these information segments when they conduct course of action development and determine the enemy's most likely course of action. Red teaming aims to feed and water these seeds so they bloom within the organization by helping the staff to recognize the inherent opportunities which lay within nonlinear systems. In non-linear systems, the output is not directly proportional to the input. The ratio of output to input can radically shift.
In non-linear systems, the sum of inputs does not equal the same results as if each of these are input individually and their result summed. In short non-linear systems do not obey the rule of additivity. The emergent behavior may be greater or less than the sum of the individual parts.
Non-linear systems tend to bifurcate or diverge into multiple states and thus are adaptable and unpredictable.
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If humans are components within a system the system will tend to exhibit signs of nonlinearity. This is because nonlinear systems are the result of the collective interaction between multiple agents acting within it. Since each agent, and each agent could be a compilation of multiple individuals, acts independently, it is unlikely that analysts can predict long-term deterministic behavior. Any change one agent makes impacts the entire system, leading other agents to modify their behavior in response, a sort of ripple effect. These modifications cause the system to bifurcate causing greater differentiation. With each bifurcation, the future behavior of the system becomes less and less certain. When an organization imposes a linear type of internal decision-making methodology, the organization becomes increasingly predictable to rival organizations who are able to adapt.
Exploring Systems: Mono-stable, Multi-stable, and the
Edge of Chaos
One of the characteristics of nonlinear systems is a capacity for multiple stable states. 27 Some nonlinear systems are mono-stable. Inherently high stability characterizes these types of systems. Though nonlinear, they tend to snap back to a single stable state regardless of how much energy is applied. A historical example of a mono-stable system is World War I trench warfare. Both allies and central powers injected vast resources into this war in an attempt to adapt and thus achieve an advantage. Technology made great leaps, armies committed huge amounts of manpower and employed new tactics. Despite these efforts, neither side adapted sufficiently to gain an asymmetrical advantage over their opponent. This type of nonlinear system remains trapped in a single state of action. The system cannot adapt, except for a short time, and therefore becomes predictable because it cannot adapt. If a system is in a mono-stable state, the only way to change it is through a major reorientation.
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The multi-stable system is slightly more complex than a mono-stable system. This system is stable in more than one state. For one set of conditions and perturbations it will settle down into one stable state, and when faced with another set of condition and perturbations it will start to shift to a different stable state.
In the case of World War I, Germany decided that it was not worth the continued effort and sacrifice required to continue fighting. 29 Systems which reside in the opportunistic region are opportunistic for a simple reason; there are so many stable states available to them.
Thus, a multi-stable system is capable of being more adaptive than a mono-stable system because it has the potential to be stable in more than one state. One of the reasons nonlinear systems appear chaotic is that they often shift from stable state to stable state rapidly, without apparent cause. An example of a multi-stable system is the mechanized maneuver warfare which emerged during World War II. Mechanized forces rapidly transitioned from offense to defense while at the same time moving rapidly in time and space, always seeking the asymmetric advantage over their rival. Multi-stable systems are slightly less predictable and much more complex than mono-stable systems due to their ability to switch between multiple stable states. Further along the complexity spectrum reside systems classified as being in an opportunistic region in terms of their complexity.
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Right in between the two extremes, at a kind of abstract phase transition called "the edge of chaos", you also find complexity: a class of behaviors in which the components of the system never quite lock into place, yet never quite dissolve into turbulence, either. These are the systems that are both stable enough to store information, and yet evanescent enough to transmit it. These are the systems that These systems can move to any number of stable systems in order to adapt to the environment around them. The most opportunistic systems operate right on the edge of chaos. Waldrop sums this up when he says: 28 Beckerman, "The Non-Linear Dynamics of War," 3.3. 29 Ibid., 3.1. 30 Beckerman, "The Non-Linear Dynamics of War," 3.4.
can be organized to perform complex computations, to react to the world, to be spontaneous, adaptive, and alive. 31 Systems which operate in this region of the nonlinear spectrum, between multi-stable and chaos, are complex adaptive systems. These systems seem most chaotic because they have so many stable states in which to operate. If the system is large enough, it may operate in multiple stable states simultaneously. These systems exhibit signs of self-organization, but rather than organize from the top down, as is common in linear systems, they tend to organize from the bottom up.
This organization adds to their seemingly chaotic nature. An example of a complex adaptive system is al Qaeda. Al Qaeda displays many of the attributes of a complex adaptive system from the way it organizes to the high number of discreet cells operating nearly autonomously with little guidance and direction from those in charge. Because these cells operate by mostly simple rules, they are free to take whatever action is necessary within broad guidance issued from their leaders to achieve their ends. Elimination of cells has little impact overall since few of the discreet cells rely on one another for guidance or aid. By operating under simple rules, with leadership willing to give up a certain amount of control, all cells combined can have a greater effect on achieving the organizations aims. Al Qaeda does in fact achieve greater effects than the sum of its parts. By continually changing and adapting, mostly from the bottom up, decentralized organizations are extremely difficult to defeat as well. Each cell is able to modify its tactics, techniques, and procedures to achieve a better fit on the fitness landscape. occupants are to winning tactically, operationally, and strategically. 32 An example of the fitness landscape changing during war is how insurgent tactics changed in Iraq in relation to changes in United States force capabilities. When there were few armored wheeled vehicles in Iraq, improvised explosive devices were relatively simple. When the United States sustained too many casualties from these devices, the military moved to higher ground on the fitness landscape and deployed increasing numbers of armored, wheeled vehicles.
The insurgents then used increasingly sophisticated devices to penetrate the armor of these vehicles, thus effectively negating the fitness peak U.S. forces climbed out from under them by rendering this armor inadequate. This type of adaptation and travel across the fitness landscape continually alters the landscape. Consider also the activities of U.S. special forces operators. The Army considers them one of the most flexible and adaptive of all U.S. combat units. This force continually achieves success far out of proportion to their sheer numbers. Despite this, their conventional counterparts sometimes view the members of these special units unfavorably. Conventional forces often accuse special forces operators as being poorly disciplined, not following the "rules," and having a "loose cannon" mentality. Their very structure, decentralized and flexible, lets them achieve multiple stable states within the fitness landscape. This structure allows each individual element to find the nearest fitness peak to climb in its vicinity, while at the same time loosely coordinating among teams to prevent a slip into a chaotic state. These special forces units operate close to the edge of chaos and their results speak louder than words.
The events in Afghanistan during 2002 demonstrate the type of synergy created utilizing this methodology. In this case, a very small group of operators defeated a much larger opponent, the Taliban. Observing the events unfolding in isolation would yield a chaotic landscape of movement and countermovement. Yet within this system, very few agents (special forces operators) achieved astounding success, far beyond a mere summation of their number. They succeeded because they could rapidly move from fitness landscape peak to fitness landscape peak, thus adapting rapidly and continually undercutting the fitness peaks scaled by their Taliban opponents. These types of agents seem to have just the right balance of control, with just the right amount of information and direction flowing down from the top as is flowing from the bottom up.
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Red teaming seeks to serve as an agent of change within the staff organization. It should enable the command and staff to see these fitness peaks better, and help develop better tools to climb them. Simultaneously red teams continually scan this landscape as well as aid the staff's perception of the landscape to identify elusive fitness peaks. Red team members, while small in number, can have a disproportionate effect within the organization.
So far this author discussed how Westerners tend to view information when interpreting their environment. As part of this Western civilization, one with a strong scientific approach to problem solving, the military tends to also follow this tendency. The tendency is to view the environment as linear and deterministic, an environment which the staff deconstructs to determine how it ticks. While this works well in isolated systems in analysts can isolate variables, it is less useful when trying to understand sociological systems in which humans are a key component. The real world is not linear and cause and effect relationships are often lost if not viewed holistically. Systems involving human interaction range from mono-stable to occupying a 33 Waldrop, Complexity: The Emerging Science at the Edge of Order and Chaos, 294. region characterized as complex and adaptive. When faced with other than mono-stable or multistable systems Western armies often have difficulty gaining a clear understanding of the environment because critical relationships between agents are broken during reduction, relationships which one can only understand through a holistic approach. Without a holistic approach, fitness peaks are more difficult to recognize, leaving the staff and commander potentially climbing the wrong fitness peak or potentially digging a fitness pit. Red teams assist the staff and commander in viewing the environment more holistically by highlighting key relationships within the system. Observing the system holistically is only part of the value of red teaming; equally important is being able to view the environment from multiple rationality perspectives. Without rational actors within a system, what the staff and commander observe seems irrational and without purpose. Red teaming can assist here also, helping to model the rationality of rivals within the system.
Rationality: A Key Component to Providing Context
Part of effective red teaming must be to explain the enemy's rationality. Why is the enemy moving through the fitness landscape in the way that they do? Why are the other agents within the environment behaving in the way that they are? Why is the environment displaying the behavior that it is? These are all questions the red team should help to explain. A key aspect to explanation of these behaviors is explanation of systems rationality. Often the reason the environment seems so chaotic is that it seems to the observer to be irrational. If the staff basses its entry argument for trying to understand a system on the unacknowledged assumptions that the system is behaving irrationally and that the military must impose rationality upon it, then these hidden assumptions can and will have unintended consequences in reshaping the fitness landscape. Instead, the key assumption should be that every agent within a system is acting rationally, and what needs explanation is the rationality under which they are acting, not that they are acting irrationally or chaotically. For example, only if an agent is insane or purposefully acting irrationally in order to deceive are these acts irrational and unpredictable. Otherwise the agent is acting under a different rationality that the staff is either unknowing of or refuses to acknowledge. Red teams must help bring this rationality to the surface so that the staff and commander can learn its nature. This is important because rationality can shine light on which fitness peaks along the fitness landscape a rival might attempt to climb.
Decision making and rationality are closely coupled concepts. Decisions are of little use if not based upon some sort of rationality. In terms of red teaming, it is the explanation of the decisions made by the rival and the rationality behind those decision outcomes that can help the organization better appreciate and understand why the system is behaving according to a specific pattern, or why rivals change from one state to another. Explaining the rationale of decisions made by the rival by the red team can also aid the staff in predicting what state a system might move to, given friendly actions, as well as aid in identification of the limits of tolerance within which friendly forces might manage the system. In terms of decision making, one might define rationality in two different ways. First, one might see rationality as a process, procedural rationality. Alternately, one might define rationality as the intelligence of its outcome, substantive rationality. How organizations view the rationality of the system and their rivals can have a significant effect on how they interpret the decision of agents within the environment. For red teams to be effective they must help the organization they support understand both its own rationality and the rationality of its rival as well.
Substantive Rationality's Limitations
Rational choice is a key aspect of substantive rationality. In this view of rationality the agent observers the world, collects information, and based upon that information makes the best decision possible. The first modern research into rationality began at the RAND Corporation in the 1950s. Here, game theory was the prominent methodology influencing rationality, and rationality in decision making was understood as making a choice in order to maximize the expected utility of outcomes, weighted by their probabilities and known as the expected utility model. 36 What this model failed to include was the psychological aspect of decision making, primarily the heuristics employed by individuals to simplify the process of actually making decisions.
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Different cultures apply heuristics differently. Some research shows that Westerners, for example, think differently than Asians and use a vastly different system of thought, perceiving things differently and thus one culture may question the rationality of another.
Heuristics are essentially the mental shortcuts humans use to make decisions.
Sometimes these mental shortcuts work against their user, reducing the apparent rationality of decisions. These false mental shortcuts are termed cognitive biases.
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Substantive rationality then is more of a "pure" theory of rationality. In its purest form, rational choice theory assumes that all decision makers share a common set of preferences, that Since different cultures think about different aspects of the world and do so differently, they envision different future states, as well as the causality chain which brings them to their desired condition. These factors affect how both cultures view the rationality of one another. Where one participant's actions may seem completely rational to them, the same actions may seem irrational to another. The first assumption is that decision makers all share a common set of preferences. This may be true when applied to a small sample size. However, this assumption does not hold firm when applied broadly under real-world conditions. For example, an insurgent certainly does not share a common set of preferences with the counterinsurgent; both have widely divergent preferences. The second assumption is that decision makers define their environment the same way and by similar rules. Again, this is not necessarily true. A land developer might see a proposed location for an airport as an excellent money making opportunity though nearby residents might see it as creating unacceptable level of noise and traffic congestion. The third assumption is that decision makers have perfect knowledge of alternatives and consequences. As discussed earlier, it is unlikely in a complex environment that a decision maker has perfect knowledge of either alternatives or consequences. In the real world there is necessarily uncertainty when contemplating decisions with future implications. In order to attempt to account for this uncertainty, theorists developed additional decision-making rationality theories.
This type of rational theory struggles to effectively explain rationality when applied to real-world decision making. At the root of those difficulties is a series of assumptions which may or may not be applicable in any given problem solving situation.
Procedural Rationality: Moving Closer to Reality
Procedural rationality does not acknowledge the assumptions made by substantive rationality theorists; rather it accepts that uncertainty exists and that it affects the way people make decisions. In later theories of rationality it is acknowledged that not only does uncertainty impact decisions, so too does risk affect the value attached to a potential alternative's expected return.
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In order to better account for rational behavior, theorists further modified the original assumptions. These modifications form the basis of most modern decision theory and are as follows:
Although risk versus expected return was an important addition to rationality theory, it failed to cope with other key elements such as how the passage of time affected decision makers, for example a short-term lesser gain versus a long-term greater return. Bounded rationality bases itself on the assumption that reality is complex and full of uncertainty resulting in people finding ways of coping rationally rather than acting rationally.
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Bounded rationality acknowledges the limited cognitive capacity of decision makers and postulates that in reality decision makers do not calculate the best possible action, instead searching for an action that is good enough.
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This theory of bounded rationality is a close fit to the United States military's view of the rationality of its own decisionmaking. It is an acknowledgement that it is impossible to know and understand everything; therefore, the military decisionmaking process leads planners to decisions which may be suboptimal, but are good enough to work, though not necessarily the best fit for the environment. The measure by which a commander chooses between courses of action is a reflection of the acknowledgment of bounded rationality. For a course of action to meet the screening criteria, and thus seem rational, it must be feasible, acceptable, suitable, complete, and distinguishable. 44 If the staff's screening criteria bound the staff's rationality, essentially acknowledging that what the military can achieve is only good enough rather than optimal, then what the staff is Typically, a staff develops multiple courses of action all of which must successfully pass the screening criteria to gain acceptance as viable. Multiple courses of action represent a methodology by which staffs and commanders cope with the uncertainty of future outcomes as well as an acknowledgement that it is beyond the capability of the staff to fully understand the complexity of the problem it needs to solve. Branch plans and sequels further acknowledge these uncertainties. But are the courses of action that satisfy the screening criteria rational? 42 Augier and Kreiner, "Rationality, Imagination and Intelligence: Some Boundaries in Human Decision-Making," 661. really bounding is its ability to solve the decisionmaking problem, not the rationality of the decision. 45 This is a continued effort to attempt to calculate a way to a rational decision based upon a classical scientific heritage. It reflects a Western propensity to break down problems into their component parts rather than acknowledge the complexity of the environment holistically.
The feasible, acceptable, suitable, complete, distinguishable test acknowledges that staffs do not have the cognitive capability to calculate rational choices in the face of immense complexity.
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Rationality and Imagination, A Powerful Combination
Thus, staffs also calculate multiple courses of action to address this uncertainty.
Red teams can help the staff make better decisions by thinking about rationality in a subtly different way. Instead of bounding rationality, based upon working from the objective back to the mission, red teams can help staffs work forward toward the desired state by more carefully examining the problem rather than immediately exploring how to achieve objectives. Red teams can help a staff bound its uncertainty and imagination and helping it them understand what is possible, rather than bounding the rationality of the decisionmaking process itself.
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Bounding uncertainty and imagination is different from bounding rationality because it approaches rationality from a completely different angle. Where bounded rationality binds by deconstructed information about the environment around the decision maker, bounding uncertainty and imagination binds by learning and explaining the environment in a holistic manner by learning how it works together as a whole, and then imagining if the military end state can exist within a future state. By first learning about the environment in which decision makers 45 Augier and Kreiner, "Rationality, Imagination and Iintelligence: Some Boundaries in Human Decision-Making," 662. 46 Ibid., 666. 47 Augier and Kreiner, "Rationality, Imagination and Iintelligence: Some Boundaries in Human Decision-Making," 662,664. make decisions and studying how it works together holistically, it places the environment in context, rather than just describing it. By taking a synthetic approach rather than a systematic approach, a staff and decision maker can bound the possible courses of action by imagining whether these courses of action are actually realistic given the greater holistic understanding of the system. In this way a visualization of the possible becomes more real.
The Army acknowledges the importance of visualization. In particular, the commander's visualization is an attempt to bind the imagination of the staff. The commander potentially introduces visualization bias when the commander attempts to articulate his visualization based on incomplete understanding of the environment. This disconnect arises from the tools provided to the commander that enable him to visualize. Within the bounded rationality methodology, gaining a common operational picture facilitates the commander's understanding. 48 Theoretically this should lead to greater situational understanding but instead leads to greater situational awareness. An excellent commander, perhaps akin to the genius described by Clausewitz in his book On War, might be able to make the cognitive leap from awareness to understanding, but this is difficult to accomplish unless the commander can place the environmental system in context. 49 Understanding comes from learning about the environment as a whole, not breaking it down into component parts. The common operational picture derived from systematically Without environmental context the commander experiences a limited situational understanding bound by the cognitive inability to process and mechanistically break down the system into its component parts. Since these are complex and nonlinear systems, breaking them down breaks the context and interconectiveness of the component parts which give them meaning greater than the sum of their parts and strips the environment of its richness and texture. Furthermore, seeing the picture is different than understanding the picture. 48 U.S. Department of the Army, Field Manual 5-0 Army Planning and Orders Production, 1-9. 49 Clausewitz, On War, [100] [101] [102] [103] [104] [105] [106] [107] [108] [109] [110] [111] [112] breaking down the environmental system rarely offers explanation in context. When an explanation is given, it is given in a Western context, which is not always appropriate given the nature of the operation and the time and space within which events occur. This lack of understanding, based upon an initial lack of explanation and learning is what leads the staff and commander to a state of uncertainty. This uncertainty results in a feeling that it is unlikely the plan will survive first contact, and the need to plan for increasing number of contingencies, further taxing an already overburdened staff. The red team approach can help add a holistic flavor to the decisionmaking process, helping the staff to remain aware of the greater systemic ramifications beyond a narrow set of mission requirements.
While it is likely true the plan as written will not proceed exactly as imagined, the red team can help bind the limits of the imagined divergence, greatly reducing the feelings of uncertainty that feed an increasingly information hungry strategic and operational staff. In order to help bring clarity to what can rapidly become an overwhelming avalanche of information, a red team must approach the environment in a different way, distinct from the mechanistic lens through which many staffs evaluate the environment. The red team accomplishes this by looking at the agents acting within a system holistically rather than component parts focusing on explanation of agent's actions from the agent's perspective rather than description of their actions.
In the last section, the author explained the background of how Westerners tend to explain other agents rationality. Rules derived from observing agents operating within one's own cultural environment often do not translate well when interpreting the actions of agents operating with different rationality rules. Rivals may not view feasibility, acceptability, or suitability in the same context as Western armies. This causes agent's actions within the system to often seem irrational when in fact they are not. Learning the rules which guide the rival's decisions are key components in understanding complex interactions. Of the two forms of rationality discussed, substantive and procedural, theorists have accept procedural rationality over time as the better model to judge agents decision-making behaviors.
50 When combined with a bounded imagination approach facilitated by the red team, this methodology can enable a staff to have greater confidence in their planning due to a better shared understanding of the range of rival actions.
Though complexity and rationality are important aspects of a shared understanding of both the environment and action within it, the greatest benefit is achieved when the staff blends both together through the medium of "sensemaking," initiated by a red team.
Finding the Opportunity in Difference and Sensemaking
Within difference lays opportunity. In this case, the opportunity is different approaches to evaluating the environment as well as rationality. Where the Western traditional doctrinal approach tends to be linear, good red teaming tends to be nonlinear. Where traditional doctrine tends to bind rationality, good red teaming binds imagination. In between lays difference, understanding, and learning. Standing alone, neither red teaming nor the decisionmaking process sufficiently nuances the environment or imparts the "flavor" of the environment to the decision maker. Red teaming helps to add symmetry back into the decisionmaking process by asymmetrically challenging bounded rational and linearity, becoming the "jelly" to planning's "peanut butter."
Because the methodologies used by the red team and the staff differ, so will their environmental frameworks differ. They differ because their perspectives are different. Similar to the dual pictures used in a stereoscope, the images look similar until viewed simultaneously.
These pictures yield little if viewed separately and represent independent pictures. But when presented together, allowing the landscape to mingle, a third dimension emerges. The third dimension is depth, transforming the flat, two-dimensional pictures into something more than when they stand alone.
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The concept of difference is important to understanding how red teaming can enhance the staff's ability to provide the commander with a framework from which to visualize or create a framework of the future strategic or operational environment. It takes at least two somethings to create a difference. 52 Taken separately, they represent sameness which does not lead to sensemaking, but a continuation of action along the familiar trajectory. In order to alter that trajectory, some measure of difference must be introduced into the system, otherwise the system will continue to move along an already charted course. Humans recognize difference and ignore sameness. In fact, the only way humans perceive is through the news of difference coded into events in time to be perceptible.
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When the two environmental narratives of red teaming and planning collide, it results in an asymmetry of understanding. This asymmetry serves as a challenge to attempt some sort of sensemaking between two divergent frameworks. These divergent frameworks will likely result in two tendencies. The staff will either cultivate a dialogue between the divergent frameworks, or lay down one coherent solution to correct the divergence. This confrontation between the two opposing frameworks is held in tension by their differing views, beliefs, and perspectives. These differences are likely to create uncertainty, which the staff must address. Within the decisionmaking environment this is a positive and healthy tension. A staff must grapple with these apparent differences in order to make sense of the divergent red team narrative. Red 6 (1988-1989): 53. acceptable limits of tolerance. 59 Based upon its linear nature, the military decisionmaking process leads the staff to believe there is a solution, but red teaming can help redefine the system, redefine the boundaries of the systems logic, and through discourse, impose upon the situation a coherence which allows the staff to better understand the direction toward which the system must move.
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Red teaming assists the staff in gaining an appreciation for how the system is able to move in a new direction by providing context apart from a mechanistic survey traditionally The combining of the two divergent frameworks yields a new framework within which to explore new options and approaches and to see the environment and the important role the military plays within it. This, not as an outside observer looking in, but as an 60 Weick, Sensemaking in Organizations, 9. gives shared understanding and visualization on which to base future action and goals. Equally important, it creates within the organization a dialogue and helps to break down stovepiped analysis fostering an appreciation for the whole, and how the whole operates together, rather than a focus on individual parts.
Which of the two resulting tendencies prevail, dialogue about the divergent frameworks or smoothing of the frameworks, might very well depend on how much time is available to the staff. In a time-constrained environment, smoothing the frameworks leads to rapid shared understanding and possibly inhibited limited creativity and adaptation as the staff attempts to rapidly rationalize the difference between the two frameworks. If time is overly constrained, there is a danger of smoothing the frameworks in that the divergence, so key to the richness of the environment, may dissolve; a result of the smoothing of the rich topography of difference which the staff glimpses, yet not appreciated or fully capitalized upon. In this case, the dominant narrative may prevail leading to oversimplification, stasis, and irreconcilable discrepancies between the narrative the staff inculcated and the red team's alternative visualization.
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Given a less time-constrained environment, the red team's divergent framework would ideally result in dialogue. This dialogue aims to uncover the sources of divergence. Potentially this approach yields an infinite range of interpretive frames, each one a candidate for adaptation 63 Ochs and Capps, "Narrating the Self," 32.
which the staff could build upon, as well as an increasing openness to new perspectives and ideas.
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Dialogue facilitates the rich soil of critical thinking, watered by synthesis, fertilized by surprise, and seeded by difference. The difference helps the staff to realize that perhaps they did not have the environmental frame just right, and that perhaps there are some boundaries to their logic that went unnoticed. Red teaming helps to foster a learning organization by structuring a learning situation.
It is the mixing of what is known, the rearward-looking experiences carried forward by the staff during planning, and the forward-looking, not yet realized, imagined future proposed by the red team which provides the rich soil of learning from which adaptation can grow and flourish.
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One of the aspects of this learning situation is the movement away from a sense of confusion to a sense of curiosity, which leads the staff to a process of experimentation with new ideas and possibilities.
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What is different is often what is most important, more so than what is the same. Humans are not doomed to repeat history; they repeatedly demonstrate an amazing capacity to find creative adaptation which enables their continued survival. Humans do not have to wait millions of years for biological evolution to affect this change. Humans imagine the change which they This is a movement from analysis, back to synthesis. It is a movement from looking only at past history as a source of knowledge and intuition, and creating new knowledge and new intuition. It is an examination of the core assumptions by which drives planning, and challenging these assumptions in light of the new learning and new understanding driven by the difference between two competing perspectives. With regard to education, this author sees two key audiences. First are the red team practitioners themselves. It is this author's belief that a generalist is the best fit for the red teaming role. A red team member does not need to be an expert on any one particular region or culture, but a member does need a broad appreciation of how such things as language, culture, mythology, and various other aspects of the agents operating within the observed system influence how the system behaves as a whole. It is both impractical and beyond the capability of most officers to become an expert on all regions in which the United States military might conduct operations.
The important aspect of red team member's education is that it must enable them to rapidly learn and inculcate numerous aspects of the region. The education must imbue the practitioner with the skills of knowing where to look for this type of information and how to evaluate the sources of difference between what the United States wants as opposed to that of the rival. Most importantly, red team members must be able to articulate this knowledge in the form of explanation, and then place this explanation in context in order that the rest of the military staff can gain a richer picture of the problem.
Red team members, as Soldiers, have a unique capability to combine the distinctive perspectives of the actions military forces have in relation to strategy and tactics to the system. In order to realize this distinct perspective, the red team members themselves must innately understand the environmental conditions mentioned above and be able to rapidly shift perspectives to help make the environmental framework richer and more meaningful to the staff.
The United States military currently educates its red teams at the University of Foreign Military and Cultural Studies. Red team courses include a team member course, 9-weeks long, as well as a red team leader's course which is 18-weeks long. The author attended the team member course and found it to be an intellectually rewarding military course. However, this course is inadequate to fully equip the red team member with the depth of understanding necessary to be an effective member of a red team. This is not because of the quality of instruction, nor the topics, but in fully indoctrinating the aspiring red teamer with the depth of understanding needed to be truly effective in practice.
Though the University of Foreign Military and Cultural Studies provides students with a large repertoire of tools to use in red teaming activities, this author was unclear how, what, and why these tools work, beyond a superficial level of understanding. 68 The methodologies proposed by the University have great potential, but with only a thin understanding of the context of how they work, what it is they produce, and most importantly why the tools work the way they do, the immense potential of these methodologies may not be realized. Without a deeper understanding of the tools, the practitioner has little reference for further learning and understanding or using the tools provided in new and creative ways. 1. Broaden the understanding of the operational environment. 2. Assist the commander and staff in framing problems and defining end state conditions. 3. Challenge assumptions. 4. Ensure the perspectives of the adversary and others are appropriately considered. 5. Aid in identifying friendly and enemy vulnerabilities and opportunities. 6. Assist in identifying areas for assessment. 7. Anticipate cultural perceptions of partners, adversaries, and others. 8. Conduct independent critical reviews and analyses of plans and concepts to identify potential weaknesses and vulnerabilities.
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All of these activities, some of which significantly overlap each other, focus on a common goal. Though beyond the scope of this monograph, this approach places increasing emphasis on framing the problem, acknowledging the tensions which exist within the environment, the differences between the observed system and desired system, and how those tensions inhibit or 
